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What do we mean by:
“media literacy”?



Media Literacy is a 21st century approach to education. It provides a 
framework to access, analyze, evaluate, create and participate with 
messages in a variety of forms — from print to video to the Internet. 

Media literacy builds an understanding of the role of media in society 
as well as essential skills of inquiry and self-expression necessary for 
citizens of a democracy.
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Media literacy: defined
“… is concerned with helping students develop an informed and 
critical understanding of the nature of mass media, the techniques
used by them and the impact of these techniques.”
“..it is education that aims to increase students’ understanding and 
enjoyment of how the media work, how they produce meaning, 
how they are organized, and how they construct reality.”

“… aims to provide students with the ability to create media 

products.”

Source: Ontario Ministry of Education, 1998



The Wizard of Oz, 1939, MGM





Teens get their news more frequently from social 
media sites (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) or from 
YouTube than directly from news organizations.

Source: Common Sense Media, Aug. 2019



How social media makes it difficult to 
identify real news

Researchers said:
“people viewing a blend of news and entertainment on a 
social media site tended to pay less attention to the 
source of content they consumed - meaning they could 
easily mistake satire or fiction for real news.”

Science News, March 2020



How social media makes it difficult 
to identify real news

Researchers said:
When the content was not grouped together by 
distinct topics…..new posts appeared on the same 
page as entertainment…participants reportedly paid 
less attention to the source of the content. 

“They were less likely to verify source 
information to insure it was credible…”



https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-students-dont-know-when-news-is-fake-
stanford-study-finds-1479752576

https://www.wsj.com/articles/most-students-dont-know-when-news-is-fake-stanford-study-finds-1479752576










lateral reading is the act of verifying 
what you're reading as you're reading it.

process of consulting third-party 
sources to help verify authority and 
reliability of the source.
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The Problem:

 fake news is the “cancer of our time”

 “The short attention span we’re creating in this 
millennium is actually very dangerous,”

Source: owner of the Los Angeles Times
quoted on CNBC,  9/26/18











Students are coming to class putting 
more faith in misleading YouTube 
videos than instruction from qualified 
teachers…
challenging facts about climate 
change, and more.



COVID-19 is an abbreviation of “coronavirus disease 2019.” 
“CO” stands for “corona,” 
“VI” stands for “virus” and “D” stands for “disease.”
The number 19 reflects the year the disease was identified —
2019.





Source: Buzzfeed,  April 4, 20202







School Librarians  YES
Experts in helping students



Building Media Literacy Skills During a Pandemic
https://pen.org/pen-america-guide-covid-19-disinformation/

https://pen.org/pen-america-guide-covid-19-disinformation/?fbclid=IwAR0NsrZ_1fL_o1zYTe4yuE07GoeHuOCfdEOLsxB2hnrSnK-eD734SV6YGL8








Questioning While Reading

12/26/19 (WIVB) — Coca-Cola is facing criticism for trying to convince teenagers 
and moms that its sugary drinks are healthy.

Researchers analyzed documents from two Coca-Cola ads.

They found Coke was mostly targeting the two groups to shift their attitudes.

A Coca-Cola spokesperson says the company is cutting sugar in products around 
the world and doesn’t market to kids under 12.



Questioning While Reading





Source:  CNN                                                                          Source: Nutrition Insight



Questioning Stories 
You Suspect are Fake





URL



Logo



Questionable
Headline

Can you 
locate this
story 
anywhere
else?



Real

Journalist?



 "If you read any of the articles beyond a paragraph, 
you’re going to see it’s completely made up, totally 
fake ... it’s a complete joke,” (John) Egan told NBC 
News, adding that the onus should be put on readers 
to seek out the truth.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/tall-tale-or-satire-authors-so-
called-fake-news-feel-n689421

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/tall-tale-or-satire-authors-so-called-fake-news-feel-n689421




Google’s News Aggregator
Incorporates Fact Checks



Researching Questionable Images

URL  to News Literacy Project
Photo Fact Checking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Ewrx1lDhVPE&t=10s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ewrx1lDhVPE&t=10s


Deepfakes: altered videos



URL for KQED’s Video on the History 
of Photo Alteration & Deepfake
Videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Ro8b69VeL9U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ro8b69VeL9U


Media Literacy in Standards

ELA SOC STUDIES HEALTH Other

Informational texts

Author bias

Nonprint texts

Visual literacy

Symbolism

Film analysis

Primary sources

Propaganda

Mass media in history

Politics/Media

Food choice decisions

Alcohol/tobacco ads

Body Images

Violent media 

Photography

Media Arts

Design/Graphics

Info Literacy 

Digital/tech literacy 





Recreating a Magazine Cover



Magazine Covers



Magazine Covers



1. Who are the audiences for each magazine? What are the clues?
2. Use one or two adjectives to describe how LeBron looks on each cover.

3. Magazine covers are also considered advertisements. What techniques does each of 
the publications use to sell themselves to their readers?
4. Notice Lebron’s body language & facial expressions; what do they say to you?

5. If you could read only one of these publications, which would it be and why? In other 
words, which is most appealing?



Election 2020
Have your students WRITE a commercial for a candidate

Choose an 
issue or topic

Research it

Write a 30 
second ad



Resource Recommendations

https://frankwbaker.com/mlc/political-ad-analyzing-worksheet/



1. Go to
https://publicfiles.fcc.gov/tv-profile/(enter call letters of your station 
here)/political-files
2. Click the FOLDER labeled 2020, or 2019
3. Click the FOLDER labeled FEDERAL
4. Click the FOLDER labeled PRESIDENT
5. Find FOLDERS for individual candidates
6. Example: PersistPac2020 (representing Elizabeth Warren) paid $1250 for one ad 
during CBS’s God Friended Me;  actual Warren ads went for $90 on The Late 
Show; and $50 for 11pm News

Resource Recommendations
Locating The Cost of A Presidential Ad 

on Local TV



Actual Contract



Student Produced PSA

URL for The Media Spot’s PSA video
with New York 4th Graders

https://themediaspot.org/2013/03/21/ps-
124-psa-on-global-warming-you/

https://themediaspot.org/2013/03/21/ps-124-psa-on-global-warming-you/


Resource Recommendations



Ready made lesson plans

 TV Toy Commercials: How They Influence Kids

 Is Seeing Believing? Image Manipulation

 Deconstructing a TV Commercial

 All Media Start Out As Writing

Resource Recommendations

www.frankwbaker.com
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https://www.knowitall.org/series/artopia

https://www.knowitall.org/series/artopia


https://www.knowitall.org/series/artopia

https://www.knowitall.org/series/artopia


Recommended Resources

https://www.kqed.org/education/media-literacy

https://www.kqed.org/education/media-literacy


Recommended Resources



Blog posts on Middleweb.com



Coming Soon

A new MEDIA LITERACY section on 
SC-ETV’s Education portal

Webinar planned (TBA) to introduce 
the site & resources
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